
INSTRUCTIONS LEDT-353C, CB, CR, CS
06-UP CHEVY HHR L.E.D. TAILLIGHTS

Your new IPCW L.E.D. TAIL LIGHTS are quality-made products that will work beautifully on your vehicle. Please refer to the
pictures below for installation.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Open liftgate and remove the
plastic cover the side in the
cargo area.

Then, remove all  8mm nuts
inside to release the stock tail
light and keep the nuts for Step
7.

When stock light is released,
the plastic lamp brackets inside
can be removed also. Keep
lamp brackets for Step 7 & 10.

Twist and unlock sockets to
remove stock light. Remove
factory bulbs as well.

5. 6. 7. 8.

Take (IPCW) L.E.D. Taillights
out from box.

For the top L.E.D. tail  light, plug
in the light with a big LED
connector to vehicle's socket
making sure wires match
Black to Black.

Twist & lock socket then install
the LED tail  light with lamp
bracket kept from Step 3 and
the 8mm nuts kept from Step
2.

  

Make sure all  wires go
through to vehicle's body cavity.

Make sure to pull the extra wire
into body cavity to connect to
bottom L.E.D taillight in Step 11.

9. 10. 11. 12.

Connect the bottom L.E.D tail
light to vehicle's socket. Make
sure the wires match Black to
Black.

Twist & lock socket then install
the LED tail  light with lamp
bracket kept from Step 3 and
the 8mm nuts kept from Step 2.
Make sure all  wires go through
to vehicle's body cavity.

Connect the other wire from
bottom LED tail  light to top LED
tail  light with the wire pulled
from Step 8.

Make sure 8mm nuts are
secured. Then, repeat Steps 1
to 12 for other side.

13.

Done! Thank you for your purchase. We hope you enjoy your new IPCW L.E.D. Tail Lights.
(Show with LEDT-353C Crystal Clear L.E.D. Tail Lights)

IPCW LIGHTS LED TAIL LIGHTS

http://www.carid.com/led-taillights.html
http://www.carid.com/ipcw-inprocarwear/

